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Abstract: Dissimilatory metal-reducing bacteria are ubiquitous in soils worldwide, possess 

the ability to transfer electrons outside of their cell membranes, and are capable of 

respiring with various metal oxides. Reduction of iron oxides is one of the more 

energetically favorable forms of anaerobic respiration, with a higher energy yield than both 

sulfate reduction and methanogenesis. As such, this process has significant implications for 

soil carbon balances, especially in the saturated, carbon-rich soils of the northern latitudes. 

However, the dynamics of these microbial processes within the context of the greater soil 

microbiome remain largely unstudied. Previously, we have demonstrated the capability of 

potentiostatically poised electrodes to mimic the redox potential of iron(III)- and humic 

acid-compounds and obtain a measure of metal-reducing respiration. Here, we extend this 

work by utilizing poised electrodes to provide an inexaustable electron acceptor for iron- 

and humic acid-reducing microbes, and by measuring the effects on both microbial 

community structure and greenhouse gas emissions. The application of both nonpoised and 

poised graphite electrodes in peat soils stimulated methane emissions by 15%–43% 

compared to soils without electrodes. Poised electrodes resulted in higher (13%–24%) 

methane emissions than the nonpoised electrodes. The stimulation of methane emissions 

for both nonpoised and poised electrodes correlated with the enrichment of proteobacteria, 

verrucomicrobia, and bacteroidetes. Here, we demonstrate a tool for precisely manipulating 
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localized redox conditions in situ (via poised electrodes) and for connecting microbial 

community dynamics with larger ecosystem processes. This work provides a foundation 

for further studies examining the role of dissimilatory metal-reducing bacteria in global 

biogeochemical cycles. 

Keywords: anaerobic respiration; bioelectrochemical systems; microbial food web;  

Arctic peat soils; tundra biogeochemistry 

 

1. Introduction 

High-latitude soils contain vast reservoirs of carbon (nearly twice the amount in the atmosphere) 

and currently act as a net carbon sink [1–3]. However, it is unclear how Arctic warming, which is 

projected to be greater than average global warming [4], will alter the balance between carbon uptake 

via photosynthesis and release through microbial decomposition [5–7]. Globally, wetlands are the 

single largest natural methane source, and those located in high-latitude regions account for 10%–30% 

of wetland methane emissions [8,9]. Global methane models are highly subject to assumptions and 

small changes in parameters, including those related to redox inhibition, can change predicted outputs 

by as much as a factor of two [9]. The subsurface microbiota that decomposes organic matter play a 

crucial role in carbon cycling in wetland soils and sediments, however, the dynamics of competing 

microbial populations are poorly understood [7,10,11]. Competing forms of microbial respiration have 

different nutrient requirements, growth rates, and metabolic products, which can have implications for 

other ecosystems members (e.g., plants, invertebrates). To better model greenhouse gas emissions and 

carbon dynamics at the landscape and global scales, we need to further our understanding of the 

underlying microbial biogeochemistry [12]. 

Over the past 25 years, it has become apparent that bacteria capable of reducing insoluble 

compounds (i.e., metal oxides and humic substances) are ubiquitous in soils and sediments [13–16]. These 

bacteria achieve extracellular electron transfer through a variety of different mechanisms and can be 

utilized to produce power in microbial fuel cells [17–19], produce chemicals in microbial electrolysis 

cells [20–22], and remediate organic contaminants in the subsurface [23–26]. While humans have 

successfully exploited the ability of microbes to perform extracellular electron transfer in 

bioengineered systems, the role that extracellular electron transfer plays in natural environments, such 

as soils, is less clear [27]. The impact that extracellular electron transfer processes have on carbon 

cycling in anoxic soil is of particular interest because dissimilatory metal-reducing bacteria (DMRB) 

may compete with other forms of anaerobic respiration for carbon sources and nutrients. Extracellular 

electron processes dominate microbial processes in peatland ecosystems ranging from mid- (46° N) to 

high- (71° N) latitudes [28–30]. For example, recent work has shown that the reduction of ferric iron 

and humic substances is a major respiratory process in Arctic peat soils, accounting for between 40% and 

63% of total ecosystem respiration [29,30], with similar results found in an ombrotrophic (i.e., a 

hydrologically isolated environment receiving all water and nutrients from precipitation) bog in 

Michigan, USA [28]. However, it is relatively uncertain how competition between different microbial 

respiratory pathways affects larger-scale ecosystem processes (e.g., carbon release). 
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Previously, we have demonstrated the ability of subsurface bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) to 

interact with DMRB in situ [31]. In these soil-based BESs, an inexhaustible electron acceptor (poised 

graphite electrode mimicking the redox potential of iron(III)- and humic acid-compounds) is provided 

for iron- and humic acid-reducing microbes. Here, these BESs were installed as a tool to manipulate 

localized redox conditions (via poised electrodes) of tundra peat soils and examine changes in both 

microbial community structure and ecosystem function (e.g., greenhouse gas emissions). We 

hypothesized that the addition of an inexhaustible source of electron acceptor for DMRB would 

outcompete microbial processes with a lower thermodynamic yield (i.e., methanogenesis). Soil 

chambers were installed in three replicate ice-wedge polygons within a medium-aged drained-thaw 

lake basin outside Barrow, Alaska. Some soil chambers contained no electrodes, while others 

contained nonpoised or poised electrodes at either shallow (6 cm) or deep depths (14 cm) below the 

soil surface. For the poised electrodes, we potentiostatically controlled (0.1 VSHE) the working 

electrode (WE) of these three-electrode BESs within soils chambers for a period of five weeks. This 

potential is used in laboratory BESs to grow DMRB at electrodes, and was chosen to promote 

favorable conditions for DMRB in the subsurface. We measured methane and carbon dioxide 

emissions from all soil chambers three times per week, and also measured environmental parameters 

(i.e., soil temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, soil conductivity, oxidation-reduction potential). At the 

end of the experiment, biofilms from nonpoised and poised electrodes, as well as control soils, were 

collected for soil microbiome characterization. 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1. Electrodes Stimulate Methane Emissions Compared to Soils without Electrodes 

For electrodes located at both shallow (6 cm) and deep (14 cm) depths, the chambers with graphite 

electrodes (nonpoised and poised) had higher methane emissions than control chambers (Figure 1a); 

there were no significant differences in CO2 emissions (p > 0.48; Figure 1b). Nonpoised electrodes at 

shallow and deep depths increased methane emissions by 15% (p = 0.13) and 22% (p = 0.03), 

respectively. The poised electrodes stimulated methane emissions by 43% at the shallow depth and 

38% at the deep depth compared to the control chambers (p < 0.0001 for both depths) (Figure 1a). 

To account for temporal variations in methane emissions due to, for example, changing weather 

conditions during the course of the experiment, we compared methane emissions from different 

chambers by calculating the daily methane emission ratio for chambers with one electrode (either 

nonpoised and poised) vs. control chambers with only soil. These ratios confirmed that nonpoised 

electrodes at shallow depths did not significantly alter methane emissions (Figure 2a). Conversely, 

poised electrodes at both depths and nonpoised electrodes at deep depths did significantly increase 

methane emissions (p < 0.001, Figure 2a). 
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Figure 1. Average (a) methane and (b) carbon dioxide fluxes from the five different soil 

chamber types over a five-week experimental period. Chambers with nonpoised electrodes 

had higher methane fluxes (a) than the control chambers, but the largest differences from 

the control were in the chambers with poised electrodes. There were no significant 

differences in carbon dioxide emissions between different chamber types (b). Error bars 

indicate standard error and statistically significant differences at the p = 0.05 (*) and  

p = 0.0001 (**) are noted. We used two-sample t-test. 
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Figure 2. Average (a) methane flux ratios for the chambers with electrodes vs. the control 

chambers and (b) for the chambers with poised electrodes vs. those with nonpoised 

electrodes. Ratios were calculated on each measurement day to account for temporal 

variations in methane flux based on temperature, precipitation, and other variables. The 

values shown in the graphs represent the average methane flux ratio over the course of the 

experiment, and error bars indicate standard error. Significant differences at p = 0.05 (*),  

p = 0.01 (**), and p = 0.001 (***) using Bonferroni correction are noted. 

 

2.2. Electrodes Stimulate a Change in Microbiome 

At the end of the five-week experiment, biofilms were harvested from both nonpoised and poised 

working electrodes and soils in the control chamber to determine the effects of bioelectrochemical 

manipulation on microbial community structure. We analyzed the microbiomes of 24 samples and with 

a total sequence count used in our analysis of 4,620,649, the average assigned sequences per sample 

was 140,166. We achieved an average operational taxonomic units (OUT) assignment of 72.6%. 

Characterization of 16S rRNA gene sequences revealed significant changes in community structure 

when electrodes were deployed; the most noticeable differences occurred at the shallow depth. At this 

depth, the largest differences occurred in the phyla of proteobacteria, acidobacteria, verrucomicrobia, 

and bacteroidetes (Figure 3). In all three types of samples (i.e., soil, nonpoised electrode, and poised 

electrodes), these four phyla accounted for 80%–85% of the total microbial populations. The phylum 

proteobacteria, which includes many DMRB [32–34], accounted for 30.5% of the microbial 

community in control soils, but comprised 41.6% and 48.7% of the community in biofilms harvested 

from nonpoised and poised electrodes, respectively. In addition, bacteroidetes, which are  

carbohydrate-consuming anaerobic bacteria and are commonly found in soils and sediments, were also 

more prevalent in nonpoised (23.5%) and poised (20%) electrode communities than soil  

communities (13.3%). Meanwhile, percentages of acidobacteria and verrumicrobia decreased in 

electrode samples (Figure 3). Acidobacteria, which are oligotrophs that prefer low pH environments, 

had a higher relative abundance in control soils (23.5%) than nonpoised (12.2%) and poised (11%) 
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electrode communities; this result suggests an increase in carbon and/or nutrient availability with 

electrode deployment, as acidobacteria have been shown to be outcompeted by other microbes when 

conditions shift from nutrient-poor to nutrient-rich [35]. Verrucomicrobia populations were also lower 

in poised (5%) and nonpoised (4.4%) samples than control soils (13.3%). Verrucomicrobia is a diverse 

group of microbes which include species with many possible homologies to proteobacteria [36], and 

which include species that are capable of methane oxidation [37,38]. The latter poses the possibility 

that increased methane fluxes from chambers could be due to a decrease in methane utilization, rather 

than or in addition to stimulating methane production. However, this would need to be verified 

experimentally, while a mechanism for this is elusive. 

Figure 3. Relative abundance of the seven most prevalent bacterial phyla from shallow soil 

and biofilm samples at the end of a five-week experimental period. Proteobacteria, 

acidobacteria, verrucomicrobia, and bacteroidetes accounted for >80% of the microbial 

communities in all three sample types. Error bars indicate standard error, calculated from 

taxonomic composition of all samples from a given type (i.e., soils, nonpoised electrodes, 

poised electrodes). 

 

Beta diversity, which is the differentiation in community structure between individual samples, was 

calculated using both unweighted and weighted UniFrac distances [39]. Principal coordinates analysis 

of the UniFrac distances (Figure 4) showed that the weighted method explained more (62%, Figure 4b) of 

the variation in community structures than the unweighted method (26%, Figure 4a) in the first two 

principal coordinates. This makes sense because the weighted method includes the relative abundance 

of OTUs within samples, while the unweighted method does not (it only differentiates based on OTU 

variation), and we already found abundance differences (Figure 3). In both unweighted and weighted 

methods, microbial communities from control soil samples were more similar to each other than those 

from electrode biofilm samples. We did not observe an obvious grouping of electrode communities 

based on the depth of application, whether the electrode was nonpoised or poised, or based on the 

specific polygon that the sample was from. This beta diversity analysis mirrors our results from alpha 

diversity analysis in which electrodes vs. soils showed a diversion in community composition, while 

the composition was more similar between nonpoised and poised electrodes (Figure 3). 
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Figure 4. Beta diversity analysis of microbial communities showed using both  

(a) unweighted and (b) weighted UniFrac principal coordinates. Both unweighted and 

weighted analysis reveals clustering of soil samples at deep (filled triangles) and shallow 

(open triangles) depths, however difference in communities from nonpoised (squares) and  

poised (circles) electrodes are less distinct. Weighted UniFrac, which takes the sequence 

abundance into account, explains more of the variation in the first two principal 

coordinates (62% of variation explained) than the unweighted UniFrac analysis (26% of 

variation explained). 

 

To determine which OTUs were predictive of sample type (i.e., control soil, nonpoised electrode, or 

poised electrode), we applied a machine learning method using the pamR package for R [40]. This 

approach developed an algorithm to predict the sample type of an unknown sample based on 

microbiome structure by identifying specific OTUs that are predictive (i.e., the OTUs that have 

characteristic changes between sample types). This algorithm utilized 30 phyla to predict sample type; 

of the eight most highly predictive phyla, only two (proteobacteria and bacteroidetes) had positive 

machine learning scores for the electrodes (i.e., high abundance of these phyla indicated the sample 

was from an electrode community) (Figure 5a). Using three sample types yielded a high error rate of 

0.312 (i.e., the algorithm would incorrectly predict the sample type of an unknown sample 31.2% of 

the time). However, when nonpoised and poised electrodes were grouped together and analyzed against 

soil communities, the machine learning approach was able to predict sample history (i.e., soil vs. 

electrode) with a low error rate (0.081) (Figure 5b). In this case, there were 43 predictive phyla utilized 

in the algorithm; of the 16 most predictive of these phyla, only four (proteobacteria, bacteroidetes, 

firmicutes, and fibrobacteres) had positive machine learning scores for electrode samples (i.e., a higher 

abundance of these communities in a sample was indicative of an electrode sample). The remaining  

12 phyla had negative machine learning scores for electrode samples. These results suggest that 

inserting an electrode into the soil: (i) changes the community structure in a nonrandom fashion 

(predictive); and (ii) decreases overall microbiome diversity, increasing the abundance of a few 

prominent phyla at the expense of less prominent community members. 
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Figure 5. Machine learning analysis of soil and biofilm communities from shallow 

samples reveals the major difference is between communities with an electrode and those 

without one. When communities are grouped into soil, nonpoised electrodes, and poised 

electrodes (a), of the 30 phyla used to create the algorithm, there are eight phyla that are 

highly predictive of sample type, however the error rate is high (0.312) and trends (positive 

or negative scores) are always the same between nonpoised and poised electrodes. 

Grouping all electrode samples (both nonpoised and poised) together (b) results in a better 

ability to predict sample history (error rate = 0.081). In addition, there are 43 phyla used to 

predict sample history and, of the 16 most predictive phyla, higher abundance of 12 phyla 

predict the sample to be from a soil sample. 

 

Alpha diversity, beta diversity, and machine learning analysis of microbial communities all 

revealed distinct shifts in microbiome structure when an electrode was added to soil, regardless of 

whether the electrode was nonpoised or poised. One possible explanation for this shift is that the large 

conductive graphite electrode allows for electron transport over longer distances (i.e., beyond the 

microbial scale) (especially if the nonpoised electrode spans oxygen gradients in which case the 

graphite acts as a bioelectrochemical snorkel [41]). Another possible explanation for this shift is that 
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the graphite electrode provides a surface for biofilm growth, which could enrich for biofilm-producing 

microbes and alter nutrient and substrate dynamics. This alteration in nutrient and substrate dynamics 

could make certain microbes better suited for growth, and promote their abundance over other less 

well-suited community members. A nonconductive material could be used to tease apart the 

mechanisms of community change on the nonpoised electrodes (i.e., biofilm attachment effects vs. 

conductivity of the electrode). 

2.3. Changes in Methane Emissions Correspond to Changes in Microbial Communities 

Chambers with either nonpoised or poised electrodes exhibited stimulation in methane emissions 

and a shift in microbial community structure compared with control chambers. Although the soils in 

chambers containing nonpoised and poised electrodes were disturbed when electrodes were installed 

and the soils in the control chambers were not, it is unlikely that this had a significant effect on 

microbial community structure or greenhouse gas emissions since the chambers and electrodes were 

installed a week prior to the beginning of measurements, which allowed ample time for the saturated 

soils to recover from any perturbation [42]. While a hypothesis based on a thermodynamic analysis of 

microbial respiratory processes would have forecasted a decrease in methane emissions with our BES 

tool that provided an enlarged chance for iron(III)- and humic acid-reduction, we observed the 

opposite here (an increase in methane emission). In another study where we placed these electrodes in 

anaerobic sediments of riparian zones (i.e., an area of land adjacent to a river or stream) in the 

Northeast of the U.S., the hypothesis based on thermodynamics did hold and we observed a lower 

methane emission rate [43]. The deviation from the hypothesis here may be specifically related to the 

peat soils in which we placed our electrodes. 

The Arctic climate is known to inhibit decomposition of plant matter [44], which suggests the 

existence of a buildup of nondegraded organic material (i.e., lignocellulose) in these ecosystems. Since 

the decomposition of plant matter is achieved via a complex mixed microbial community [45], a 

bottleneck at the top of this microbial food web would result in retarded downstream processes (e.g., 

fermentation, iron reduction, and methanogenesis). If either nonpoised or poised electrodes stimulated 

the breakdown of nondegraded organic material through syntrophic product removal (i.e., increasing 

the consumption of inhibitory products), the bottleneck at the top of the microbial food web would 

have widened, resulting in a larger carbon flux through the ecosystem. In other words, the placement 

of electrodes may have stimulated the breakdown of complex organic matter into acetate, CO2, and 

hydrogen (H2) to fuel both iron reduction and methanogenesis. This possibility is supported by the 

marked increase (50%–76%) in bacteroidetes abundance in samples from electrodes (Figure 3), 

because bacteroidetes are known for their ability to degrade complex organic matter [46]. This theory 

would provide an explanation for the increases in methane emissions that we observed in chambers 

with either nonpoised or poised electrodes. 

2.4. Poised Electrodes Further Stimulate Methane Emissions with Minimal Changes in  

Microbiome Structure 

Applying a potential to electrodes further stimulated overall methane emissions (mg CH4-C × m
−2

 × h
−1

) 

beyond those observed in chambers with nonpoised electrodes (Figure 1a), although the difference 
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between overall average emissions from chambers with nonpoised and poised electrodes was not 

significantly different at the shallow (24% increase in emissions, p = 0.07) or deeper depths (13% 

increase in emissions, p = 0.26) (Figure 1a). To again account for temporal variations in methane 

emissions, we calculated daily methane emission ratios of chambers with poised electrodes vs. 

nonpoised electrodes. These ratios indicated that poised electrodes did stimulate methane emissions at 

both depths compared to nonpoised electrodes (p < 0.01, Figure 2b), and suggests that poising 

electrodes further stimulated the breakdown of nondegraded organic material. Differences between 

electrodes located at shallow and deep depths are most likely due to a variety of factors, including: a 

higher mean soil temperature at shallow depths [5.8 °C vs. 7.0 °C for shallow and deep depths, 

respectively (p < 0.0001)]; differences between carbon stocks, hydrology, redox conditions, and 

nutrient availability between depths [47]; and the potential for gases produced at deeper soil depths to 

be consumed by methane oxidizers or trapped in the subsurface due to diffusion limitations [48]. 

Alpha diversity of microbial community structure (Figure 3) and principal coordinates analysis of 

UniFrac distances (beta diversity, Figure 4) did not reveal any differences between microbial 

communities located at nonpoised and nonpoised electrodes. Another way of visualizing differences 

between communities is to look at the UniFrac distance between different samples (where a UniFrac 

distance of 0 indicates identical communities and a distance of 1 indicates completely distinct 

communities) (Figure 6). In this case, we looked at two scenarios using both unweighted and weighted 

UniFrac distances: (1) the average distances between samples of different types (i.e., control soils, 

nonpoised electrodes, poised electrodes) (Figure 6a,c); and (2) the average distances between samples 

from poised electrodes within the same polygon and across replicate polygons (Figure 6b,d). Samples 

from control soils were more similar than samples from nonpoised and poised electrodes (Figure 6a,c) 

using both the unweighted UniFrac distances (ANOVA p = 0.06) and weighted UniFrac distances 

(ANOVA p = 0.003), which suggests that the electrodes changed microbial communities but not in a 

uniform way across different samples. This was confirmed by looking at the average UniFrac distances 

between poised electrode samples within and across replicate polygons (Figure 6b,d). The average 

UniFrac distance between samples across replicate polygons was greater than the distance between 

samples within polygons for both the unweighted UniFrac distances (p = 0.004) and weighted UniFrac 

distances (p = 0.07), indicating that the response of microbiomes to bioelectrochemical manipulation 

was similar within a given polygon but different across polygons. Despite their proximity to one 

another, the replicate polygons did have slight differences in environmental conditions, suggesting that 

communities will respond differently to bioelectrochemical manipulation depending on specific 

environmental factors (e.g., temperature, pH) (Figure 7). 

Despite minimal changes in microbial community structure, poising electrodes increased methane 

emissions. It is possible that while there were minimal changes in microbial community structure, 

poising an electrode resulted in changes in the metabolic processes of certain microbes, eventually 

leading to stimulation in methane emissions. This would require proteomic and transcriptomic 

investigation to determine the specific metabolic functions of microbes. Regardless, it is clear that 

applying a potential to electrodes in Arctic soils stimulates methane emissions, however the 

mechanisms are unclear and were not elucidated by analysis of microbiome structure. 
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Figure 6. Average unweighted (a,b) and weighted (c,d) UniFrac distances between 

samples of different types. Microbial communities in soil samples from different polygons 

were more similar than communities from nonpoised and poised electrodes using both 

unweighted (one-way ANOVA, p = 0.06) and weighted UniFrac (one-way ANOVA,  

p = 0.008) distances (a,c). Additionally, microbial communities from poised electrodes 

within the same polygon were more similar than communities from poised electrodes in the 

other polygons using both unweighted (two-sample t-test, p = 0.004) and  

weighted (two-sample t-test, p = 0.07) UniFrac distances (b,d). 

 

Figure 7. Environmental data from the three polygons studied during this experiment: (a) pH; 

(b) soil temperature; (c) dissolved oxygen; (d) oxidation-reduction potential; and (e) soil 

conductivity. Data was collected from both 7 and 10 cm depths over the five-week long 

experiment. Despite the close proximity (all within a ~10 m radius), there were differences in 

(a) pH, (c) dissolved oxygen, (d) oxidation-reduction potential, and (e) soil conductivity across 

polygons. Polygon C had a lower pH and higher dissolved oxygen than polygons A and B, 

while polygon A had a lower soil conductivity than polygons A and C. Oxidation-reduction 

potential showed the largest difference across polygons; polygon A had the lowest  

(most reducing) potential while polygon C had the highest (most oxidizing) potential. 
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Figure 7. Cont. 

3. Experimental Section 

Field Location and Experimental Setup. Field experiments were located in the Biocomplexity 

Experiment site, which is a medium-aged (50–300 years old) drained-thaw lake basin located within 

the Barrow Environmental Observatory in Barrow, AK, USA [49–51]. Nine soil chambers were 

deployed in the depressed center of each of three adjacent ice-wedge polygons (total of 27 soil 

chambers), which are saturated for most or all of the summer [30]. Within each polygon, we installed 

three control chambers (with only soil and no electrode), two chambers with nonpoised electrodes (one 

chamber with an electrode at 6 cm and one chamber with an electrode at 14 cm below soil surface), 

and four chambers with poised electrodes (two chambers with an electrode at 6 cm and two chambers 

with an electrode at 14 cm below soil surface). Both soil chambers and electrodes were inserted after 

first making small incisions with a serrated knife to minimize disruption to the soil. In the control 

chambers, an electrode incision was not made, because a void without subsequently placing in an 

electrode could have provided an artificial avenue for prolonged oxygen diffusion into anaerobic soils. 

Bioelectrochemical Systems. For the working and counter electrodes, 8 cm × 2.5 cm × 0.6 cm 

blocks were machined from medium-extruded graphite plates (GT01135, Graphite Store, Buffalo Grove, 

IL, USA). Holes (1.5875 mm) were drilled in the top of the blocks and the exposed end of a  

3 m length of 18-gauge stranded copper wire was inserted into the hole. The electrical connection was 

reinforced with a conductive carbon adhesive (#12664, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, 

USA), and the connection was sealed using a urethane adhesive (#4024, Hardman, Sound Bend, IN, 

USA). The working electrode was poised at 0.1 VSHE using a microcontroller-based potentiostat [31] 

and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (RE), and electrical current was recorded (Figure A1). 
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Soil Chamber Construction. Soil chambers were constructed from 20 cm lengths of 10.15 cm 

diameter polyvinyl-chloride (PVC) pipe. When buried in the soil, 14 cm of each chamber was below 

the soil surface, with 6 cm above the surface. An 8 cm × 8 cm portion was removed from the 

subsurface section of the soil chamber, and replaced with an anion exchange membrane (AMI-7001S, 

Membranes International, Glen Rock, NJ, USA). The WE and RE were placed inside the soil chamber, 

while the counter electrode was placed outside the chamber to ensure that cathodic activity did not 

influence gas flux measurements. A 10.15 cm PVC slip cap was used as the top of the soil chamber. 

To ensure an airtight seal, a rubber gasket was placed around the outside of the soil chamber and the 

cap was then placed on the chamber over the gasket. Two 0.635 cm barbed brass pipe fittings were 

attached to the top of the cap and sealed with urethane adhesive, and 45 m of 0.318 cm  

tubing (#57328, U.S. Plastics, Lima, OH, USA) was attached to each fitting. One tube was connected 

to the input of a gas analyzer (Fast Greenhouse Gas Analyzer, Los Gatos Research, Mountain View, 

CA, USA) while the other tube was connected to the output. Connections to the gas analyzer  

were made using Swagelok tube fittings (SS-405-2 & SS-400-6, Swagelok Western New York,  

West Henrietta, NY, USA). A 0.635 cm cylindrical septum (AT6526, Grace Davison Discovery 

Science, Deerfield, IL, USA) was affixed to the PVC cap with urethane adhesive, and during 

measurements the chamber was vented with a 21G needle (#305129, VWR, USA) to prevent pressure 

differentials within the soil chamber. 

Measurements. Carbon dioxide and methane concentrations were measured every Monday, 

Wednesday, and Friday using the gas analyzer. To do this, the PVC cap was placed on the soil 

chamber and measurement of CH4 and CO2 concentrations (ppm) began. There was a delay of 

approximately 45 s between the time that the PVC cap was placed on the chamber and the time that 

CH4 and CO2 concentrations began to increase. Data was recorded every s for 5 min from the point 

when CH4 and CO2 concentrations began to increase. After analysis was complete, the PVC cap was 

removed from the chamber, placed on its side, and ambient air was pumped through the tubing and gas 

analyzer for 3 min before beginning the next measurement. CH4 and CO2 flux rates were calculated as 

the slope of the linear regression line over the 5 min measurement period (300 data points). R
2
 values 

for all 405 measurements were greater than 0.7, and were greater than 0.9 for 399 of the  

405 measurements. 

Soil temperature (°C), pH, redox potential (mV), dissolved oxygen (mg/L), and soil conductivity 

(µS/cm) were measured with a portable multiparameter meter and probes (Orion* 5-Star Meter, 

pH/ATC Triode 9107WMMD, DO probe 083010MD, Conductivity cell 013010MD, Thermo 

Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Measurements were taken at 7 cm and 10 cm below the soil surface 

from two locations in each polygon. Soil water was collected weekly from within each soil chamber 

for analysis of Fe
2+

 and Fe
3+

 using porous soil moisture samplers (#220300, Rhizosphere, 

Wageningen, The Netherlands) and vacutainers (VT6430, BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). 

Microbial Community Analysis. Soil samples were collected from each of the three polygons for 

sequencing on 8, 15, 28 July and 11 August 2012. Background samples were collected from both the 

depressed, saturated centers of the polygons and the elevated, dry rims. Soils were sampled using a 

sterile serrated knife from two depths (0–7 cm and 7–14 cm below the surface) and stored in Bitran 

bags (#19-240-150, Fischer Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Upon the completion of the experiment, 

biofilm samples were collected from all working- and counter-electrodes by scraping the biofilms into 
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a 15 mL centrifuge tube (#93000-026, VWR, Radnor, PA, USA) with a sterile razor blade. Both soil 

and biofilm samples (~0.25–3 g) were placed on wet ice in the field and stored at −20 °C within 2 h of 

collection. Genomic DNA was extracted using a PowerSoil
®

 DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio, Carlsbad, 

CA, USA), and samples were PCR amplified and sequenced according to the protocols from the Earth 

Microbiome Project [52]. In short, triplicate 25 µL PCR reactions were conducted using: 13 µL grade 

water, 10 µL mastermix (5 Prime Hot MasterMix, Catalog # 2200110, 5 Prime, Fischer Scientific, 

USA), 0.5 µL 515f forward primer [53], 0.5 µL 806r barcoded reverse primer [54], and 1 µL template 

DNA. Reactions were run under the following conditions: 94 °C for 3 min; then 94 °C for 45 s, 50 °C for 

60 s, and 72 °C for 90 s (repeated 25 times); 72 °C for 10 min, and then hold at 4 °C. Triplicate PCR 

products were pooled, confirmed with gel electrophoresis, cleaned using the MoBio UltraClear PCR 

Clean-Up Kit (#12500, MoBio, Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions, 

pooled at equimolar ratios, and sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) 

(Online sequence data access [55]; study id: 1692; study name: Friedman_arctic_peat_soil). The 

resulting sequences were assigned to barcodes, grouped into OTUs, and analyzed using the 

Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology (QIIME v1.6) platform [54]. Machine learning analysis 

was performed using the pamR package in R [41,56]. 

4. Conclusions 

This work demonstrates a research tool combining electrochemical, ecological, and microbial 

techniques to study complex subsurface ecosystems. Both nonpoised and poised electrodes stimulated 

methane emissions (15%–43%) from Arctic peat soils and altered microbial community structure. 

Analysis of alpha and beta diversity of soil communities and the application of machine learning 

techniques demonstrated that there was a large difference in microbial communities between  

samples (enrichment for already dominant proteobacteria and bacteroidetes phyla) from soils and those 

from either nonpoised or poised electrodes, although there were minimal differences in microbiome 

structure between samples from nonpoised and poised electrodes. Despite this, poising the electrode 

did stimulate methane emissions beyond those from nonpoised electrodes. We suspect that the 

stimulation of methane emissions is due to a bottleneck in the microbial food web at the initial 

breakdown of nondegraded organic material that is stimulated by both nonpoised and poised 

electrodes, which in turn stimulates downstream microbial processes (including methanogenesis). The 

mechanism of this stimulation is unknown, but could be due to physical effects from the electrode, 

electron transport across the electrode surface, or the stimulation of syntrophic product removal. 

Regardless, these results suggest that there is a potential for increased carbon release from Arctic soils 

under changing conditions, and we must understand the biogeochemical relationships that govern 

microbial processes to be able to predict the responses of these systems to changing conditions. 
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Appendix 

Figure A1. Electrical current from poised electrodes at shallow (a) and deep (b) depths 

recorded by microcontroller-based potentiostats. At the shallow depth (a), all electrodes 

begin with similar currents and then change over the course of the five-week experiment, 

with the currents in polygon A increasing by ~40 µA in the middle of the experiment. 

Electrical current is more erratic in electrodes at deep depths (b). 
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